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Chapter 1441: Not A Problem 

 

Plus, Uncle Zhu was happy for his own self too- the better off Qibing was, the better off he would be as 

his follower! 

“The head of the house promised Qibing that he could be the next heir, but Qibing didn’t even blink at 

that- he only had one request, and that was to get you a meridian opening elixir!” Elder Bi said, “Lil’ Zhu- 

what do you think of your young master?” 

“Ah!” Uncle Zhu didn’t expect that Qibing would even give up the position of heir just to get him a 

Meridian opening elixir- he was so touched his eyes watered up as he knelt on the floor, “Master Bing, 

just what did I do to deserve this? It’s not worth it, to give up the position as heir for me- it was not a 

wise move! Please, have Elder Bi take back the elixir, I don’t want it anymore!” 

Although, Uncle Zhu was no idiot, either- he understood that if Qibing really did become the heir, there 

would be no way he would not have access to the elixir- he would’ve gotten it anyway! That would’ve 

been the best scenario! 

“Uncle Zhu, what are you saying? Grandpa’s decisions can’t be changed all of a sudden like that!” Qibing 

jumped, surprised as he quickly scolded, “Take the pill, and eat it quickly- practitioning to your fullest 

would be the best payback for me!” 

“Haha, lil’ Zhu, there’s no need for that- since the elixir has already come, it’s something that the head 

of the house gave out- there is no giving it back!” Elder Bi said, smiling at Uncle Zhu’s reaction, “Plus, the 

one who is to become the next heir must be a young man that has been prepared, not just someone 

who has made a contribution to the house! This child Qibing is a man of loyalty and love- this is what I 

like about him, and that’s why I took him as my disciple! 

Uncle Zhu froze, instantly understanding what he was saying! He blamed himself for butting in. Elder Bi’s 

words were clear as the sky- even if Qibing had become the heir earlier, he wouldn’t have done a stable 

job. His loyalty to his men was what Elder Bi liked! 

“Yes, Master Bing treats us well- I promise to give my fullest to practitioning, so I can be Master Bing’s 

right hand man when the time comes!” Uncle Zhu said seriously, cupping his fist. He understood Master 

Bing’s plan now- he made it seem like he gave up the position for loyalty, but this was all part of his plan. 

He knew that there were a lot of entry points into the game of running for heir, and by choosing this 

way, he gained the approval of the head of the house and Elder Bi, along with the elxir- this was like 

killing two birds with one stone. 

“Yao Wang, I heard you made a large contribution this time as well?” Elder Bi said, turning to Yao Wang 

only to see many needles sticking out of his body, “What is this on your body? Is that accupuncture?” 

“This…” Yao Wang didn’t dare lie, “These silver needles are all because of that kid Lin Yi!” 

Yao Wang was filled with rage as he mentioned Lin Yi- he was a master of medicine after all, and what 

Lin Yi did to him was humiliating! He couldn’t even take the needles out! 



“Lin Yi? Lin Yi did this to you? Then why don’t you pull them out?” Elder Bi paused- he had assumed that 

this was some sort of practitioning technique that Yao Wang was doing- it was actually Lin Yi’s doing! 

“Lin Yi infused the needles with his qi and put them in me- I can’t pull them out because the qi would 

expand and explode when I do, destroying my meridians…” Yao Wang said, troubled, “My abilities are 

limited and I can’t get around it, so there is nothing I can do!” 

“I thought it was some big problem!” ELder Bi smirked coldly, not thinking much of it, “In my eyes, these 

are just some small tactics! I’ll help you solve it- you’re Qibing’s man now, and that means you’re also 

under me- I have to also think about my reputation. What if people think that I’m incapabale?” 

“Thank you for your aid, Elder Bi!” Yao Wang said, overjoyed- he wouldn’t have a problem anymore if 

Elder Bi helped. While Lin Yi’s methods may be difficult for a Mystic to deal with, it was nothing for the 

Earth class late phase peak Elder Bi! 

“It’s not a problem!” Elder Bi said faintly, and with a quick gesture, he easily pulled the needles out 

without Yaowang feeling any pain. All the qi had been neutralized by Elder Bi! 

Qibing, Cihua, and Yaowang were all silently shocked- Lin Yi’s all powerful methods were nothing in 

front of Elder Bi! Elder Bi wouldn’t need much more than a breath if he were to fight Lin Yi! 

Plus, Lin Yi’s methods weren’t that mysterious in the first place, it was just something that lower leveled 

practitioners had trouble with. When facing someone like Elder Bi with his immensely strong qi, there 

wasn’t much to it, he could just neutralize the qi! 

Yao Wang felt moved and tempted, “Elder Bi, that Lin Yi really is the bane of our House Zhao- if you 

were to make a move, Elder Bi, it’d be a quick and swift execution!” 

“Yao Wang, my father and grandfather have their own concerns with this issue, don’t bring it up!” 

Qibing jumped- stopping him- he wanted to ask about this as well, but if his father and grandpa had yet 

to reach an agreement, then Elder Bi wouldn’t be able to act even if he were his shifu. 

“It’s fine to talk about it- but I’m an Earth class of a hidden house- I have limitations set on me by the 

noble house committee, so I can’t just enter battle in the common world like this. If I were to do 

something, people could use it against me,” Elder Bi said, “Going against Lin Yi would have to be done 

using common world methods- as for me, I can’t do much about it.” 

Yao Wang nodded helplessly- he understood the rules of the hidden house, but since he was from a 

hidden house himself he thought it would be fine for Elder Bi to make a move. 

“Don’t worry, Yao Wang, with a shifu like Elder Bi, there would be nothing to worry about- when I have 

my succcess, wouldn’t it be better for me to take the revenge myself?” Qibing was now full of 

confidence- he was now of a different status, and his perspective was different as well! 

He was thinking about small brawls and skirmishes before but now he was thinking about the big 

picture- he may have just been a bastard before, and was sort of in a disadvantage when it came to Lin 

Yi, but now that he was the next heir in line, or at least in the competition for being the next heir, he 

was allowed to say stuff like this! 

Chapter 1442: Go With Xiaoxiao 



 “That’s the way! That’s my disciple for you! A true man can wait until the right time for a revenge, even 

ten years isn’t too much! As long as House Zhao doesn’t officially take you into their list of descendants 

and have you register at the noble house committee, you’re not a Zhao, at least on the surface- if you go 

to Lin Yi for revenge, no one will be able to say anything to you!” Elder Bi nodded confidently, “Don’t 

worry, as my disciple, I’ll give you access to all the treasures for qi practitioning, I’ll help you strengthen 

up as quick as possible!” 

“Ah! Thank you shifu!” Qibing said, excited to the point of trembling as he heard the words- this was the 

type of treatment that even his father couldn’t get! He may be the head, but there was a certain limit to 

the things he could use for practitioning. 

There had been no other reason but the fact that Old Zhao and Elder Bi weren’t too fond of Guangyin- 

they felt that he didn’t have the drive. Giving the family to him for management wouldn’t make it 

deteriorate and maintaining their status as is was easier than creating and pioneering into new areas. 

Since they new that there wouldn’t be much of an imrpovement, the old man didn’t spend too much 

time on him. Guangyin’s strength level didn’t really matter anyway, as it was Old Zhao that wanted to go 

into isolated practitioning and just leave the management to Guangyin while he was in there. As for the 

other disciples, they were even less suited for the job, and so they chose Guangyin for that task. 

Qibing, on the other hand, was someone that Elder Bi had personally taken on as his student. He would 

spend a lot of effort on him, and even if Qibing didn’t have the talent for practitioning, he would have 

access to all those qi practitioning treasures. Plus, Elder Bi had already looked at Qibing’s origins- the kid 

had decent talent and it was just that he hadn’t been doing it since small. Though, that didn’t matter as 

long as they had the foundation elixir. 

“Alright, Qibing- is there anything else you need to handle here? You’ll be coming back to House Zhao 

with me to learn practitioning, so leave everything here to Cihua and lil’ Zhu!” Elder Bi said- his purpose 

this time was to bring the meridian opening elixir to Uncle Zhu, so he now had nothing else to do. 

“Ah, Shifu- you’re saying that you’re bringing me back to House Zhao? Is that really okay? I’m still a a 

bastard after all!” Qibing was concerned about not being accepted, but at the same time, he still didn’t 

really want to leave the common world behind! He may have the stauts of Elder Bi’s disciple if he went 

back to House Zhao now but he still had to be careful and wouldn’t have a powerful status at that place. 

He still had to be worried of Yu Xiaojin, who would most likely be out to get him. Before his position 

solidified, he didn’t want to go back yet! 

It wouldn’t be a problem if he didn’t plan or plot anything, and just take whatever was given to him and 

take up a high position there- but he didn’t want that! 

“Oh? What you mean is…” Elder Bi paused, smiling, “You’re my disciple now- nobody would say anything 

about you!” 

“I know that, but Shifu… I’m also worried for grandpa and House Zhao!” Qibing said seriously, “Shifu, 

think about it, I’m appearing in House Zhao out of nowhere and with no explanation- nobody would say 

anything, but they would at least think about it! What if rumors started? We need to be careful, 

especially when the pill I got for grandpa was something hidden from Aunt Yu! Before grandpa comes 

out, we need to hide this fact as much as possible, or House Yu might do something drastic!” 



“You’re right! I didn’t expect for you to think this far!” Elder Bi said, nodding his head with praise, “I 

hadn’t thought of that, you’re right- your identity is a bit sensitive right now, suddenly entering House 

Zhao without reason- people would have their suspicions! Alright, as the head of the house is in isolated 

practitioning, you stay here at the Floating Cloud bar first- I’ll come here often to teach you. Is there an 

isolated room here?” 

“There is!” Qibing said happily. In truth, he just wanted to go back to House Zhao with his head raised 

high and his name proper, and not go in and live in danger like a coward. 

“Alright, then let’s go there- I’ll give you the foundation elixir that will change your bones and body 

structure!” 

“Please, Master!” Qibing said. 

“Lil’ Zhu, you come too- you use the meridian opening elixir at the same time as Qibing- I’ll help you!” 

Elder Bi said. 

“Thank you, Elder Bi!” Uncle Zhu was overjoyed as well- with Elder Bi on their side, their path would be 

as smooth as ever! 

When Uncle Fu returned to the villa, he was accompanied by Feng Tianlong. 

“Uncle Feng!” Lin Yi got up to greet him. 

“Yi, no need for the courtesies! How is it? I came back once I heard of the news!” Tianlong said 

worriedly, “Do you have any news regarding the fruit?” 

“Yes!” Lin Yi said with confidence, “But I only have a location- no specific spot. I’ll go look for it after 

taking care of things here!” 

“That’s good!” Tianlong said, filled with joy after hearing the words. At the moment, there was only 

hope, but that was better than nothing! But still, Tianlong couldn’t help but ask, “Then… how many 

fruits would there be” 

“There should be many on the one tree, I think?” Lin Yi was only guessing. Juli’s notes didn’t talk about 

this specifically, but at that time he took two, and judging by his tone there should be more than that, 

“At least two!” 

“Good! Good! That means Shushu can be saved as well?”Tianlong said, excited and very touched- he 

didn’t think that he would be able to see her again! 

“There should be hope for Aunt Xiao, but the Fire Spirit Fruit must be contained in a special box, and I 

can only bring one back,” Lin Yi said, “So, I’m thinking of bringing Xiaoxiao with me, and I’ll be able to 

bring one back once Xiaoxiao gets better. 

Hearing Lin Yi’s words made Tianlong worried at first- he thought that he wouldn’t be willing to save 

Xiao Shushu. Since he could only bring one back, he would give it to Xiaoxiao for sure- who knew when 

he would be able to go back? 

But now that Lin Yi said he would be going with Xiaoxiao, as well as bringing one back for Shushu- this 

really moved Tianlong to the core! 



“Thank you, Yi- really, thank you!” Tianlong patted him on the shoulder, “Meeting you really is a miracle 

for our familY!” 

“Haha… Xiaoxiao is my girlfriend, so we’re family from now on- no need for that!” Lin Yi smiled, “But 

Uncle Feng, you need to help me prepare a speciailized landrover that can move Xiaoxiao’s ice 

container, as well as maintain the temperature!” 

“Of course! No problem at all!” Tianlong said immediately, “Since that’s the case, I’ll get that done right 

now- it’ll be ready when you’re ready to depart!” 

Chapter 1443: Uncle Fu’s Emotions 

 

 “Alright,” Lin Yi nodded- that took care of one of the things off his list. 

After Tianlong left, Lin Yi brought Uncle Fu over to level up his strength- Lin Yi was thinking that he 

would do it for Tianlong as well, but decided against it afterwards. After all, he could do it after he came 

back- doing it now wouldn’t be too much help for him since he was someone from the special 

department and didn’t need too high of a strength. 

Uncle Fu and Lin Yi were old partners already, and having experienced breaking through many times, 

they were used to it. Uncle Fu though, didn’t expect that it would be so painful, however after hearing 

that even Chentian went through the same thing, he kept his jaw clenched throughout. 

Strengthening Uncle Fu from late phase peak to Mystic early phase took much less time compared to 

upgrading Chentian- he finished quickly and left the rest to Uncle Fu! 

In the afternoon, Uncle Fu changed his clothes and got out of the room, evidently having blown his old 

clothes to pieces. He looked fresh and awake though, filled with an undescribable energy! 

“Mystic! I never expected that I would be able to step in this state once more in this life!” Uncle Fu said 

right after seeing Lin Yi- he was very grateful and emotional, “Back then, when my sect got wiped out, 

with my daughter and wife gone- I struggled in the shadows trying to survive, for the sake of one day 

taking my revenge! But… As time went on, the thirst for that ran drier, and only today did it come back 

to me… Yi, you wouldn’t blame me having that thought, would you?” 

After all, Uncle Fu told him that he had given up on his hate already and wholly put his efforts into taking 

care of House Chu- that was why Lin Yi was willing to help him! It was for him to protect House Chu, not 

for him to take revenge! 

“Vengeance gives you motivation,” Lin Yi smiled, “Your hate is completely justified- your entire world 

had been destroyed. If you really did move on from it, I wouldn’t have said anything, but naturally I 

wouldn’t look down on that! I believe that you will have the day when you will take your own revenge!” 

“Thank you, Yi!” Uncle Fu was very touched- he didn’t expect Lin Yi to support him. 

“No need- but let me say something, if you want, you can treat it as a somewhat disrespectful joke… 

Uncle Fu, you should stay with House Chu first and protect Yao Yao and Shu- when you become stronger 

than me, you can go get your revenge,” Lin Yi’s words weren’t because he was looking down on the 

man, but he was just saying that so that he wouldn’t overestimate himself! 



Uncle Fu had suddenly turned into Mystic early phase, so naturally he would have a swollen ego and 

high confidence- that wasn’t a good place to be in. Even Chentian said he wanted to go to Uncle Zhu for 

revenge so Uncle Fu wasn’t alonewhen it came to his response. 

So Lin yi needed to do this- he needed to let him know that he still wasn’t the god of the world. They 

couldn’t even beat him right now, so how could they take revenge? 

“Yi, I understand!” Uncle Fu nodded solemnly, “Thank you for the reminder- today, my mentality did get 

a little off balance.” 

Uncle Fu naturally knew why Lin Yi would suddenly say something like that. Motivating him first before 

cautioning him- this made him feel quite grateful. 

“Alright, now that there’s Chentian and you protecting Yao Yao and the others, there’s nothing for me to 

worry about- I can leave without worry!” Lin Yi had finished everything left to do in the Chu house, but 

what he was still concerned for, however, was Ying Ziyu! 

Remembering her meant that he recalled Xiaoxiao as well..! The last time he visited her, he had went 

with Xiaoxiao after all. But now he was the only one! He said before that he would go test her with her 

homework one week later, but because of what happened with Xiaoxiao, he delayed it a bit! 

This was Armadillo’s sister, so before leaving he had to at least go see her and see if she was on the right 

path now. If it really couldn’t be done, he would transfer her to Songshan’s first school and have Zou 

Ruoming help look after her! After all, a gangster girl like her needed a gangster to keep her in check. 

This time, Lin Yi drove to Fushan High himself. 

Looking at the empty co-driver seat, Lin Yi sighed to himself. Everytime he drove this land rover, he 

remembered the times he had with Xiaoxiao- at first it was hate, and then it became a type of liking it. It 

wasn’t something etched into his bones or anything, but it was still an intimate memory he wouldn’t 

forget. 

It was a short love, but it was an intense one- one of life and death as one could even say. 

He parked the car in front of the school- there were a couple of young men with multi-colored hair. 

Delinquents. 

“I say, Hei Bro, where did this pretty boy come from? He’s trying to come hit on our school’s girls? We 

could try and get some money off of him?” One of the delinquents said, salivating as he looked at the 

landrover. 

They were the type that did things like this on a regular basis and to them, Lin Yi was a big fat lamb on 

the plate. 

“Money my ass!” Hei Bro slammed his foot on the lackey’s face, kicking out some of his teeth making it 

that he could no longer speak. He ran over, waddling to the school gate and opened it, calling loudly, 

“God Lin, you’ve come! Please come in!” 

Hei Bro knew how hard it had been for him to get this position as the boss of Fushan High- it was like he 

had picked it up off the ground. This made him especially careful, paying attention to his surroundings, 

worried that Ruoguang would take it if he didn’t do a good job. 



And so, on the first day, he committed Lin Yi’s face to memory, putting him as the top person he should 

never cross! Even Ruoguang feared this man like a rat, so of course he would be terrified! 

And so, Hei Bro could tell that the pretty boy was Lin Yi right away. 

“You’re that Little Hei or something, right?” Lin Yi said, recalling a face in his memory. 

“It’s me, it’s me! You still remember me, God Lin?” Heri Bro said, pleasantly surpised, “Have you come 

to see Big Sis Yu? Don’t worry, after you left, I followed your instructions and always called the big sis to 

study in the classroom, and I also assigned the student with the best grades to her class…” 

“Not bad!” Lin Yi nodded, thinking that this guy knew what he was doing. He was pretty good too, 

putting the student with the best grades in her class as well. 

“This is simply my responsibility, God Lin…” Hei Bro smiled happily. 

But Lin Yi didn’t bother with him- he got down from the car and went into the school building. He 

wanted to see whether or not Jing Zhiyu was actually studying or pretending- Hei Bro’s words were not 

that trustworthy after all. 

Chapter 1444: Ying Ziyu’s Change 

 

Very soon, Lin Yi found her class- they should be having English class right now. He stood in front of the 

window from the hallway and looked in, already feeling a little bit satisfied- after all, this looked like a 

proper classroom, at least it was not the same as when he first came, where it looked more like a 

market instead. 

It seemed like Hei Bro didn’t lie to him- these were all kids with good grades, kids who were interested 

in studying. 

The next moment, he started looking for Ziyu- he found her soon, wearing a school uniform as she sat 

with Chen Xi. Her hairstyle was still the same cute type that Lin Yi had done for her last time, with no 

weird colors or anything. She wasn’t wearing any makeup, either. 

But at this time, Ziyu was frowning, evidently not understanding what the teacher was talking about… 

Looking at Ziyu’s face, Lin Yi found it funny- it couldn’t have been easy for her, with how bad her 

foundation was in the past. She was rushing everything all of a sudden, and naturally it would be a very 

hard time. 

But Lin Yi just wanted her to feel what it was like to be in a good studying environment. He didn’t want 

her to be able to study well from the start, and even if she couldn’t get into high school, he could still let 

her go to Songshan’s First High, it was just a matter of him talking to Pengzhan about it, after all. Even 

the Miss or Uncle Fu could handle that, actually. 

Lin Yi didn’t disturb them, standing outside the classroom and waited for it to end. 

The bell rang soon, and the teacher packed up her things and left the classroom. Some students left with 

her, wanting to go to the toilet and such. This class was full of people who wanted to be studying, and 



the middle exams were coming soon- naturally they weren’t going to be wasting time. It wasn’t easy for 

a proper class like this to be assembeld, after all. 

These people actually had to thank Ziyu- if it weren’t for her, all of them wouldn’t be gathered in one 

class! To them, it was a bit like studying with a princess, except this princess had really bad grades. 

After class ended, Ziyu didn’t leave the classroom, but took out a practice book instead, seriously asking 

Chen Xi to teach her. Chen Xi tried her best to explain to her as well- this scene really did change Lin Yi’s 

view on her. 

He thought that she was just pretending for his sake- but it seemed like she actually had the intention to 

study now. 

Lin Yi walked into the classroom and only stopped when he reached Ziyu’s side. 

“Lil’ Hei, can’t you give it a rest, coming to see me every day? I already told you that I’m studying, you 

sure are a dutiful dog aren’t you, that Zou Ruogguang has no balls either- just why are you guys so 

obedient?” Ziyu didn’t raise her head, blabbering on instead. 

“Ah…” Lin Yi smiled, “Seems like Lil’ Hei was doing a good job.” 

“Ah?” Ziyu paused- it wasn’t Lil’ Hei, it was… Lin Yi! 

“Lin Yi bro, you came!” Chen Xi heard Lin Yi as well, pleasantly surprised. 

“Yeah. You’re teaching Ying Ziyu?” Lin Yi said as he looked at the books Ziyu was holding- it was a 

seventh grader’s textbook. It seemed like she was starting from there, “Seventh grade?” 

“I… I never learned it before!” Ziyu blushed- she was already a ninth grader so it was a bit embarrassing. 

“Not bad- you’ve changed a little. Your foundations aren’t good, but you can fix that in time,” Lin Yi 

nodded, satisfied. 

“It’s just that my foundations are too horrible, and it’s not that far away until the middle exams, I feel 

like I’m wasting time!” Ziyu pouted, feeling down. She changed because Lin Yi had used full violence on 

her, but after spending time studying with Chen Xi in the classroom for a couple of days, she didn’t resist 

it as much anymore. It was gaining knowledge, after all, and it was better than going out and fighting 

and stuff all the time. In the first place, she was no idiot, she was just a bit rebellious during this age. 

Along with the old environment she had, there was no way she would be interested in studying- but she 

had that now. Though it had happened under Lin Yi’s power, she started liking studying a little. 

“As long as you’ve worked hard- no need about the other things, but if you don’t work hard and expect 

to just sit through everything luxuriously, don’t blame me for what I do,” Lin Yi said seriously, “I’ll help 

Chen Xi and you get into Songshan’s First School, but only this once. After you get in, you better start 

getting a scholarship- otherwise I’ll beat you up!” 

“…” Ziyu was a bit speechless, though she did let out a breath of relief after hearing what he said. 

Seemed like she would be able to get in a high school regardless, but weren’t his conditions after too 

harsh? She had to get a scholarship or get beat up? What kind of logic was that? 



Even the other parents wouldn’t ask this of their children, right? Ziyu didn’t know what the standards 

were for getting as scholarship, but she knew that it would probably only be given to few students at the 

front of the school rankings… This was going to be very difficult… 

But thinking of Lin Yi’s attitude and the way he did things, Ziyu felt her butt start getting numb. This guy 

might actually beat her up! 

Chen Xi, on the other hand, was really happy- she didn’t think that she would get this blessing along with 

Ziyu, being able to go to Songshan’s First School- this was her dream! She had some confidence in 

getting in, but that wasn’t certain. Now that Lin Yi promised it to her, there wouldn’t be a problem. 

“You hear me?” Lin Yi asked Ziyu again. 

“Yes, I did, I did! I did! I did!!” Ziyu said, frustrated, “You sure aren’t a good person, how come my 

brother left me to you? You’re not kind at all!” 

“Where’s all this coming from? Your butt is itching again?’ Lin Yi stared at her, “It’ll be me monitoring 

you before your brother comes back!” 

But hearing Ziyu mentioned Armadillo made Lin Yi’s heart tighten up- they still had no news of him, and 

didn’t even know if he was still alive… How hard would she take it if he were to tell her this? 

“Alright, I’ll work hard,” Ziyu said after relenting to the amount of pressure Lin Yi was giving her- she had 

no choice. 

“Alright, I have to leave for a while- the shortest will be a month, and if it takes long it might be half a 

year. But I’ll get your stuff sorted out first,” Lin Yi said. 

“Ah… You have a mission?” Ziyu paused- realizing that her brother was colleagues with Lin Yi. It would 

be normal for Lin Yi to go on missions as well. 

Chapter 1445:  

Go Compete 

 

 

 “That’s about it,” Lin Yi didn’t explain it much, “Remember not to pull anything funny, I’ll have people 

keeping an eye on you.” 

“Got it, got it,” Ziyu said helplessly. 

Lin Yi nodded, not as worried now that he had seen her, “Chen Xi, I’ll leave her studying to you- I’m 

going now.” 

“Okay, don’t worry! Bye bye Lin Yi big bro!” Chen Xi waved her hand at Lin Yi, her face still a little red 

from the excitement from before. 

“Good bye!” Ziyu wasn’t as happy. 



Lin Yi wasn’t affected by that- he smiled and left the classroom speedily. Class was starting soon, and he 

didn’t think it was good to continue staying here. 

After he left, Ziyu stood up and looked outside, making sure Lin Yi had left before smiling at Chen Xi, 

blinking mischievously, “Xi, tell me, do you like that jerk Lin Yi?” 

“Wha?!” Chen Xi jumped, eyes wide, “What… What are you saying…” 

“I’m saying that you’re in love with that violent jerk Lin Yi, right?” Ziyu had spent some time in society, 

and was naturally a bit more mature. She’s seen the boy and girl stuff before, though she had never 

tried it herself. She did know quite a bit, and one look at that red face and she had some idea of Chen 

Xi’s feelings. 

“I… Of cousre not…” Chen Xi was feeling a bit confused- did she like him? Yes, or no? What did that even 

mean? Chen Xi never thought about stuff like this before, it was just that she thought Lin Yi was a nice 

person- not only did he heal her mom, he even helped her in a lot of ways… In her eyes, Lin Yi was a sort 

of idol to Chen Xi, there were positive feelings, but she never thought about whether it was romantic or 

not. 

“See, look at you- you’re blushing and stuttering already, and you call him big bro Lin Yi all the time, you 

sure are close with him, huh?” Ziyu smiled. 

“I…” Chen Xi went into a panic, and all of a sudden she didn’t know how to explain anymore- she started 

stuttering, “I… He… He’s older than us in the first place!” 

“Wow, I didn’t expect this, Xi you’re blossoming? Do you want this Ziyu sis to help you plan things out? 

I’m not as good at studying as you, but I have experience in this field!” Ziyu said pridefully, now that she 

finally found something she was better at than Chen Xi. 

“Huh? Ziyu sis, you had a boyfriend before?” Chen Xi paused, asking. 

“I… I haven’t eaten pork, but I’ve seen pigs run before, right?” Ziyu said with a smirk, “I’ve seen more 

than you!” 

“OH… But big bro Lin Yi has a girlfriend already right… And she’s really pretty too…” Ziyu said, gradually 

getting pulled in by Ziyu’s pace. She didn’t even know if she liked Lin Yi in the first place, and now they 

were talking about romantic prospects… 

“That doesn’t matter, you can go fight, go compete with her!” Ziyu wa a bit irritated when she thought 

of that girlfriend of Lin Yi’s- she was the one who made Lin Yi hit her last time! She kept that vendetta in 

her mind- this girl sure was immoral, why didn’t she let Lin Yi hit her butt instead? 

“No, I… I can’t fight with Xiaoxiao, Xiaoxiao sis is really nice to me…” Chen Xi said with a shake of her 

head, “I couldn’t do something like that.” 

“Nice? That Feng Xiaoxiao girl is a big jerk, full of jerk water in her belly! She let that violent jerk Lin Yi 

spank my butt!” Ziyu said, “Don’t worry, with my support, I’ll let you successfully pursue Lin Yi big bro!” 

“Ah? I… What am I saying?” Chen Xi finally snapped out of it- remembering what she was saying, her 

face reddened, “Ziyu sis, I was just- just joking earlier, I don’t think of him like that! Don’t 

misunderstand…” 



“Hehe, you admitted it accidentally right? It’s okay, I get it!” Ziyu said. 

“Class is starting… I need to pay attention…” Chen Xi saiad, still blushing as she turned away from Ziyu. 

After leaving Fushan High, Lin Yi told Uncle Fu about the matter with Ziyu and Chen Xi. Uncle Fu 

naturally promised to take care of it- this was something that didn’t require much effort, and Lin Yi had 

been a shareholder of Pengzhan Industries too. 

Thinking that he was mostly done with all the matters he had left, Lin Yi took in a deep breath of relief. 

In actuality, the thing he was worried about the most regarding his departure was the Miss, Shu and 

Tang Yun. Lin Yi even thought about strengthening their power levels to Mystic as well, but there 

weren’t any practitioner’s arts he could find for them all of a sudden. 

The Art of Dragon MAstery wasn’t suitable for women, and Lin Yi didn’t have any other practitioner’s 

arts with him at the moment. The difference between humans and beasts was the fact that beasts could 

level up without using spiritual channeling practitioner’s arts, so Lin Yi decided that he would look for 

something like that for the girls later. He wouldn’t have to be too worried after that. 

When driving back to the villa, Lin Yi remembered Lingshan and Yutian- he wondered how they were, 

and whether or not the deal with the graverobbers was finished. Lin Yi thought about it, and decided to 

give her a call before leaving. After all, the two were really good friends now, and this journey that he 

was leaving on would take an unpredictable amount of time. He wouldn’t be able to help her crack any 

cases then. 

He dialed her number up. 

Lingshan had been thinking of calling Lin Yi as well, since she knew that Lin Yi was a doctor. Yutian had 

the best treatment in the hospital right now, but Lingshan felt that Lin Yi was a better doctor than any 

they could offer! Plus, back in the tomb, Elder Yu seemed to say something about Lin Yi’s Weiwu being a 

healer spirit beast or something? 

Lingshan didn’t know if Elder Yu was saying that earnestly, because she knew the origins of that dog- it 

was just a dog that Lin Yi forcefully strengthened up, not much different from what happened to her or 

Yutian! Weiwu was no spirit beast! 

And so, she wasn’t too taken to the idea of Weiwu being a healer spirit beast. 

Whether or not she believed that or not, however, Lingshan still felt that she should tell still Lin Yi about 

this. In her heart, Lin Yi was someone who was practically capable of everything- whenever she needed 

help with something, it would be solved as long as Lin Yi was there. 

But Yutian told her not to tell Lin Yi- this really put her in a difficult spot. On one hand, she couldn’t 

break her promise, while on the other, she felt that only Lin Yi could take care of this. 

Just when she was hesitating, the phone rang. 

Thinking that it was from a colleague, so she cleared her thoughts and picked it up, “Hello?” 

“I’m Lin Yi,” Lin Yi said, “You okay over there? I’m preparing to leave in a few days.” 

Chapter 1446: Lin Yi’s Wrath 



 

 “Lin Yi?” Lingshan stood up studdenly, happy and surprised- she was planning on calling him, but she 

couldn’t make up her mind. Now that he was the one who gave her a call, she made up her mind- it 

wasn’t her who made the call in the first place, so it wasn’t her fault. 

“It’s me- did you hear what I said?” Lin Yi frowned. What the heck was wrong with this woman, this 

wasn’t the first time he called her, so why was she freaking out for? 

“Oh oh… I heard you… What were you saying?” Lingshan sputtered, not yet recovering from the shock. 

“…” Lin Yi was speechless, “What’s inside your head? I’m saying that I will be leaving this place for a long 

time, looking for the Fire Spirit’s fruit for Xiaoxiao. I’m just informing you, so that you don’t call me when 

a case pops out, I won’t be there to solve it!” 

“Ah! You’re leaving just like that…” Lingshan didn’t think that he would be leaving so fast. What would 

they do about Chen Yutian then? Thinking about him, she decided to go with it, “Lin Yi, something 

happened to Chen Yutian!” 

“Chen Yutian? What’s wrong, what happened?” Lin Yi paused, confused. 

“Chen Yutian was heavily injured by Yu Feng from House Yu- his meridians are all damaged, and he’s 

now in Songshan’s First Hospital…” Lingshan said with a bitter smile. 

“What! Why didn’t you tell me earlier?” Lin Yi stopped the car at the roadside right after hearing that, 

“Just what happened? Why would Yu Feng attack him?” 

“This… Well, it’s because of me…” Lingshan felt guilt and was starting to blame herself. 

“You? What does it have to do with you?” Lin Yi didn’t understand how Lingshan got involved with Yu 

Feng. 

“House Yu and House Song is in a marriage alliance, and my grandpa did that to me and Yu Feng without 

asking me…” Lingshan didn’t think much of it at first because she thought Yu Feng would leave her alone 

after all the hints that she gave, especially since Yu Feng had such an ego. But who knew that Yutian 

would be there to stop him- Yutian had good intentions, but this situation really just made Lingshan feel 

helpless. 

“Yu Feng, huh? That kid has a horrible personality, plus his entire family was almost wiped out by me, so 

if you don’t want to be a widow, don’t marry him,” Lin Yi remembered Ziyu and Armadillo when House 

Yu was mentioned- Huajun told him earlier that the power backing the international drug group had 

some involvement with the common House Yu- of course Lin Yi wouldn’t let them go! 

Plus, his vengence was already set- Lin Yi wasn’t afraid of them at all. If they didn’t like him they could 

just send someone to deal with him? Lin Yi was still worried about that Earth class big brother of House 

Yu, but it turned out that the thing was a complete coward. 

“I naturally don’t want to marry him… I told him many times, but he never listened, always latching on 

to me…” Lingshan was sure now that Lin Yi made it clear- since he was already going against House Yu, 

the incident with Yutian was just another thing for him to get angry about, it wouldn’t cause him any 

extra trouble! 



“And so Yutian saw it, got jealous, and hit him?” Lin Yi guessed. 

“Jealous? It’s all because of you!” Lingshan quickly spoke up for Yutian after hearing that. 

“Because of me?” Lin Yi didn’t understand how this was related to him. 

“Because… I like you, man…” Lingshan said, getting embarrassed even though she had a bit of an open 

personality. At the least her confessions at this point weren’t the most unnatural thing, “Chen Yutian 

knew that I liked you, so he didn’t want Yu Feng to waste anymore time, but he didn’t listen…” 

Lingshan told him what happened, and Lin Yi was instantly speechless. This misunderstanding- this was 

why Yu Feng hit Yutian so hard! Though, thinking about it, there was nothing wrong with what Yutian 

did, it was just that this Yufeng’s attack was too damaging! 

If there really was anything between Lingshan and him, it would make more sense- but the fact was that 

Lingshan didn’t like Yu Feng at all… Lin Yi had no tolerence for what Yu Feng did! 

Lin Yi was someone who protected his people close to him in the first place, and Yutian’s business was 

his business too- he had to do something! 

“I’ll go to the hospital now, you wait for me there!” Lin Yi said and drove straight to the hospital. 

At first, he had been thinking of leaving for the fruit in the next two days, but with Yutian in trouble he 

naturally had to stay until his matter was settled. 

The vengeance he could enact after coming back from the journey, but Yutian’s wounds had to be 

healed immediately! 

Lin Yi quickly got out the car upon reaching the parking lot- after a bit, Lingshan also came over in her 

car. Lin Yi waved to her, and she parked beside him. 

“You’re here already!” Lingshan got out of the car, smiling at Lin Yi. Lingshan’s face looked pale, and she 

looked much more skinnier than when she was in the tomb, surprising Lin Yi a little. 

“Just arrived. I don’t know where Yutian’s room is, bring me there,” Lin Yi said. 

“In front, at the patient’s department,” Lingshan nodded and went with Lin Yi without a pause. 

“Why didn’t you call me earlier?” If he hadn’t given her a call, would she not have even informed him of 

this? 

“I was thinking about it, but Chen Yutian said not to tell you, worried that you might do something 

irrational and go take revenge on them… Plus he was worried that Chen Yushu would be worried as 

well!” Lingshan explained, “I hesitated a couple of times and didn’t come to a decision, so if you didn’t 

call me today I probably would’ve just kept silent…” 

“I thought you always came to me whenever you had trouble? How come you turned dumb all of a 

sudden?” Lin Yi frowned, “Next time something like this happens again, call me immediately!” 

“Oh… I’m sorry…” Lingshan said, sulking, “I didn’t know you were this capable, causing trouble with even 

House Yu…” 



“We were enemies in the first place, you knew that, didn’t you?” Lin Yi said, “Alright, let’s not lalk about 

that- what was House Yu’s reaction?” 

“House Yu is sitting back and laying low. They even went to complain to my grandpa and Grandpa Chen 

that I broke the marriage alliance, accusing Chen Yutian and me of… you know…” Lingshan didn’t 

continue on- Lin Yi should have gotten it. 

Lin YI nodded, “When is that noble house meeting thing taking place?” 

Chapter 1447: Encounter in the Hospital 

 

Lin Yi nodded, “When is that noble house meeting thing happening?” 

Lin Yi had heard Xuemin and Fatty Lai talk about this before- he heard that House Kang wanted to get 

into the noble house list. Though, Lin Yi had actually been thinking of going to the committee too, just to 

cause trouble for House Yu! 

“The invitations have been sent, and the preparations are underway. It will probably be this month or 

next month- the waiting period won’t go past two months,” Lingshan said, “Since each time, the 

committee had taken less than that to prepare.” 

“Alright, that will be okay then. I will go look for the fruit and look for some way to breakthrough too,” 

Lin Yi sighed, “Once I break through into Earth class, I’ll be able to turn you and Yutian Bro into Earth 

class as well- at that point we can wipe House Yu off the noble house committe!” 

Lin Yi was only mid phase peak Mystic right now, and while it was more than enough to deal with Yu 

Feng, that wasn’t the case for Yu Shuixing. At the moment, it was not a guarantee- the guy was Mystic 

late phase peak after all, and it was said that his brother was Earth class early phase! 

He had entered the hidden House Yu to practition, but when House Yu was in trouble he would 

definitely have to stand up for them. Lin Yi needed to raise his strength if he wanted to guarantee his 

win! 

What he didn’t know was the position Elder Yu had in the hidden House Yu. Did he know Shuixing’s 

older brother? 

But that didn’t matter- even if that Elder Yu was willing to help the common House Yu out, Lin Yi was not 

afraid. He was able to scare him off even as a Mystic- by the time he got to Earth class, the guy would 

run at the sight of him! 

Lingshan’s mouth gaped open once she heard his words! From the looks of it, Lin Yi was planning to 

cause a huge uproar at the noble house meeting! Though, that wasn’t as shocking as the thing he said 

later- he was planning on making both Yutian and her Earth class masters?! 

Lingshan wondered if she was actually dreaming- just like that, Earth class was suddenly an achievable 

goal? When had that happened? Lingshan remembered wondering when she would be able to become 

Golden class late phase peak, and at that time, it felt like such a faraway dream… but now… 



All of this was because of Lin Yi! If she hadn’t met Lin Yi, she would have probably still been that small 

early phase Golden class practitioner, right? Thinking back to the first time she met Lin Yi, she couldn’t 

help but blush- those people still misunderstood her for doing that thing to Lin Yi…. 

But, if time could turn back, Lingshan felt that she really would just admit to it, even though it wasn’t 

true. So what if it had happened anyway? Lingshan felt that if Lin Yi actually asked her for something like 

that, she might have really just gone for it and said yes! 

Thinking of all of this, a look flashed in Lingshan’s pretty eyes, showing how moved she was. Hesitantly- 

she bit her lip and turned to Lin Yi, face reddening to an unusual degree, “Lin Yi….. you’re really nice to 

me…” 

“Are you horny or something?” Lin Yi startled, not able to comprehend what was going on with Song 

Lingshan. Why did she seem a little horny? They were in the middle of something serious, so where did 

all this suddenly come from? 

Annoyed, Lingshan blamed Lin Yi for his lack of romance- this guy was sometimes loving, other times an 

idiot- for Feng XiaoXiao, he would go to dangerous places like a tomb, and now he was going even 

further for the Fire Spirit fruit! Meanwhile, here she was, showing him all her affection, only to get 

ignored! 

“No, how could I be unless you’re naked?” Lingshan was just going to go with his impression of her, 

thinking that she might as well go the whole way since they had already gotten this far. 

“Let’s go see Yutian Bro first,” Lin Yi didn’t want to dwell on this topic any further. 

He didn’t know how he should be feeling about Lingshan- did he like her? Well, naturally there would be 

some level of positive feelings, he wasn’t a cold animal after all, and he had also went through a lot with 

her. They used to be enemies, and now only god knew what they were. What made him really helpless 

was that Lingshan seemed to have decided on him already, simply because he had seen her naked that 

one time. It felt like he had to marry her or something! 

Lin Yi felt that at first glance, Lingshan didn’t seem like someone that reserved, but in fact that was the 

case. 

But in terms of whether or not Lin Yi would fall in love with her, naturally that was not possible. It was 

just the type of infatuation men had when a pretty girl liked them, though once those feelings turned 

into actions, it would become troublesome indeed. 

Although… It seemed like it had become troublesome already! 

Lingshan couldn’t do much against Lin Yi’s avoidance of the topic- all she could do was grit her teeth. 

This was the first time she fell for a man, and after knowing him for a while, it made Lingshan a little 

obssessed. The guy was so mysterious, and he was unbelievably strong- he satisfied all her requirements 

for a partner! 

Lin Yi wasn’t just a little stronger than her, he was a lot more stronger! Though he was only Mystic mid 

phase peak now, Lingshan believed that Lin Yi would reach much greater heights in time! 



Unless Lin Yi had no guarantee, he wouldn’t say something as crazy regarding the noble house 

committe! Destroying House Yu? Who even said something like that? Even someone from the hidden 

houses wouldn’t say that, let alone a common house! 

Everyone knew that House Yu had the hidden House Yu behind them, and the hidden House Yu was one 

of the big hidden houses in their own group- who would want to go against that? 

But that was exactly what Lin Yi was doing- in fact, he was already doing it! He was still living the life 

after having crossed the line, and Lingshan really felt that from the looks of it, Yu Feng had been the one 

that suffered a lot under Lin Yi. Yet he was still so prideful and everything in front of Yutian! If she had 

known that, she would’ve asked Lin Yi to make Yu Feng leave her alone, and prevented everything from 

happening altogether! 

The two walked side by side when they bumped into someone familiar. 

“Guan Xin?” Lin Yi saw her first, and greeted her. When it came to this girl who seemed a bit shy- he had 

a good impression of her, especially because of their meeting when he first came to Songshan. They got 

even closer afterwards because of Guan Xuemin. 

“Lin Yi!” Guan Xin saw him after raising her head, and was quite pleasantly surprised. She immediately 

ran over. It had been a while since she had seen him, after all, and due to her personality, she would 

never go to Lin Yi on her own initiative. She would only put that small sense of happiness in her heart, 

and deeply burry it as she paid attention to Lin Yi from afar. She wouldn’t go contact him and take 

initiative- the exact opposite from Lingshan. 

Chapter 1448: A Date with Guanxin 

 

Guanxin knew who Song Lingshan was but her impression of her was pretty bad- she found this person 

weird- doing all those lewd things with Lin Yi in the hospital…. Although Guanxin believed that Lin Yi 

wasn’t that kind of person, rumours had spread until it had pretty much become a real event. 

After that, she met Song Lingshan again when the assassins tried to kill Liu Bojia but ended up 

kidnapping her. They did interact a little but the bond between the two of them didn’t become any 

closer- she only knew that she was a person from House Song and was close to Yang Huijun, they were 

like brother and sister! 

“Captain Song, nice meeting you,” Guanxin might hate her but she was a well-mannered girl, especially 

since she was standing beside Lin Yi. There was no way she could ignore Song Lingshan’s existence, 

could she? It would put Lin Yi in a difficult position so Guanxin still greeted her anyway. 

“You’re Guanxin, right? I remember you,” Song Lingshan smiled and nodded. 

Song Lingshan was already too tired to get jealous now. There were always pretty girls surrounding Lin 

Yi all the time, she couldn’t get jealous anymore because they were too many of them! She only wished 

that Lin Yi would give her more attention. 

Being born in a noble family, Song Lingshan was able to understand this and see things with a wider 

angle. 



“Lin Yi, why are you here? Are you sick, or are you here to visit friends?” Guanxin asked. 

“I’m here for a friend,” Lin Yi replied, “How are you recently? I haven’t had time to pay you guys a visit, 

is Grandpa Guan still doing well?” 

“En…. Grandpa is good….” She starting to get a little anxious when her grandpa’s name was mentioned. 

Her grandpa knew that Lin Yi would never become his successor or become House Guan’s son in law but 

Guan Xuemin couldn’t give up hope- he always wanted to have a successor to take over his knowledge. 

Hence, he decided to place Guanxin in his old friend’s area to study, learning everything about medicine 

so that she could become the successor of House Guan. 

However Guanxin didn’t want to leave- she knew that she wasn’t a good fit to become a doctor and still 

found that being a nurse suited her better. In the house, she would always help Guan Xuemin to pick up 

the herbs and boil them- this was something that she was comfortable with but asking her to treat 

someone, it was out of her comfort zone, she didn’t have the confidence to accomplish these types of 

tasks. 

Second, if she were to go study medicine, she had to leave Songshan city. In other words, that would 

mean not meeting Lin Yi anymore. Although Lin Yi did reject the proposal before, Guanxin still wished 

that she could have this space to enjoy her happiness of staying by Lin Yi’s side. Even if they didn’t meet 

often, they would still meet once in a while when both of them were in the same city. Like now, both of 

them had finally met… 

So Guanxin didn’t want to leave but she didn’t want to upset her grandpa, either. She knew that his 

grandpa had invested all his time studying medicine and wanted to have a successor to take over his 

role but Guanxin was just an ordinary nurse, this fact alone disappointed Guan Xuemin greatly. 

Previously, Guan Xuemin didn’t speak up because he loved her granddaughter very much but things 

started to change when he met Lin Yi. Xuemin felt that he needed to set something up for his 

granddaughter, otherwise, the distance between her and Lin Yi would only grow bigger and bigger! 

Xuemin knew what his granddaughter was thinking and he had the intention to get them together too 

so he took up the initiative to decide this for Guanxin without telling her the real reason. 

However, Guanxin felt that there was no way Lin Yi would choose her because he already had a 

girlfriend. She even witnessed how beautiful the girl was, why would she ruin the relationship? 

As for studying, Guanxin didn’t think she would be a good doctor- she was puzzled and didn’t know what 

to decide so the moment when she saw Lin Yi, she wanted to pour out her heart and share her problem 

with him. 

“Good… then I’ll go take a look at my friend first. I will come to visit Grandpa Guan after two days!” 

Naturally, Lin Yi had to visit Guan Xuemin before he left Songshan city. Furthermore, he needed to brief 

Fatty Lai and Guan Xuemin about the things related to the medical company. 

“En… Lin Yi… Are… are you free later?” Guanxin bit her lips as she built up her courage to ask. 

Normally she wouldn’t take intiative but it was different this time- she wanted to discuss this with Lin Yi 

as his opinion to her was the utmost important- she would follow his instructions no matter what he had 

to say. 



“Yeah, why? Do you have something to discuss with me?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Something is bothering me… I need your advice…” Guanxin asked cautiously. 

“Sure, I’ll give you a call when I’m done with my stuff here!” In Lin Yi’s memory, Guanxin would never 

look for him like this so it was probably a serious matter. Lin Yi of course, couldn’t reject this request, 

could he? 

“En!” Guanxin nodded excitedly, blushing, “I’ll wait for your call then!” 

“Hah, sure!” Lin Yi smiled back. 

He entered another section of the hospital along with an unhappy Song Lingshan. Why didn’t Lin Yi call 

her horny when Guanxin’s face turned red and why was she the only horny one all the time? Song 

Lingshan was displeased at how different Lin Yi was treating them! 

Chen Yutian’s room was at the corner of the third floor, he chose this room to avoid unwanted attention 

from the public. He was trying to hide this news from others, and while his grandfather and the people 

from the noble houses were informed of it, his friends were not. 

No one would visit Chen Yutian, except Song Lingshan. 

So when Song Lingshan pushed the door open, Chen Yutian knew that it was Song Lingshan because the 

nurse who was on duty just left not too long ago. 

“Lingshan, you’re here? Didn’t I tell you not to come see me so often, there’s many cases going on now. 

I’m an adult already, I know how to take care of myself. There’s nothing to worry about!” Chen Yutian 

said without looking at the person at the door. 

“Yutian bro, why didn’t you tell me that you were injured? If I didn’t come visit my friend and meet Song 

Lingshan just now, I wouldn’t have even known about this,” Lin Yi skillfully protected Song Lingshan from 

holding all the blame. In other words, Song Lingshan hadn’t exposed this secret to him and it was a 

coincidence that things happened this way. 

Song Lingshan was grateful for what Lin Yi had done, she didn’t know that Lin Yi was so kind to her! 

“Lin Yi… you came….” Chen Yutian was stunned, embarrassed, “I’ve disappointed you, after all you had 

done for me…. I am crippled now, your effort was wasted!” 

“Yutian bro, what are you talking?” Lin Yi furrowed his eyebrows, “What do you mean, disappointed? 

There is no debt without creditors; no hatred without cause. This injury was caused by Yufeng, it was 

not something you wished for, you don’t have to put the blame on yourself. Besides, he was at the mid 

phase of the mystic class, and you were an early phase mystic class master, the difference in strength 

was great. Losing to him was natural but instead, our revenge- we won’t let it go easily.” 

Chapter 1449: Must Be Confident 

 

 “Lin Yi…. I knew you would definitely say this…” Chen Yutian couldn’t help but smile bitterly, “I didn’t 

want Lingshan to tell you because I knew that you would take revenge for me. One has to know that 



House Yu is not just Yufeng alone, there is still Yu Shuixing who is a peak late phase of the mystic class 

master and an earth class master who just entered the hidden house… if you go now… I’m afraid… 

Besides, noble houses have their own rules, the members of the noble house have to settle their 

conflicts during the noble house meeting. If House Chen and House Yu have bad blood, then a member 

from House Chen has to stand up to defend, things wouldn’t look good if you go…. And our reputation 

will be damaged as well….” 

Lin Yi startled- he didn’t expect that the noble houses had all these strict rules binding them! He might 

know a little about the noble houses from Fatty Lai and Guan Xuemin, but they were still people outside 

of the circle. They weren’t even qualified to join the noble house meeting, and so naturally, the things 

they knew about the noble house were limited too. 

However, Lin Yi never thought of avenging Chen Yutian in the slightest, what he wanted was to have 

Chen Yutian take this revenge for himself! 

“Who said that I’m going to avenge you?” Lin Yi smiled and asked back. 

“Ah?” Chen Yutian froze, he never imagined Lin Yi would say that, “Previously, didn’t you say…. that we 

couldn’t let go of this easily?” 

“This revenge is a must, you’re right! But I’m not the avenger, you are!” Lin Yi said, “As a man, do you 

not want to take on this revenge with your own fists?” 

“I want to!” Chen Yutian was clear with what he wanted. He clenched his teeth and declared his desire 

but his lips turned into a bitter smile after a second, “Lin Yi, you don’t know my current situation, do 

you? My meridians are all mostly broken, even if my injuries were to fully recover, I won’t be able to 

restore my previous strength as an early phase mystic class master anymore. I will be a cripple that 

could only fight with half of my true strength.” 

“Ha…” Lin Yi started smiling, “You, shouldn’t you have more confidence in yourself? You’re nothing like 

your sister!” 

“What do you mean?” Chen Yutian was taken aback. 

“When General Weiwu was beaten up by Yukun, holding onto his last straw of life, all of its internal 

organs were shifted- let alone his meridians…. But look at him now, isn’t he a golden class dog now…. 

Oh, mystic dog?” Lin Yi continued, “Your sister and Yaoyao believed that I could get General Weiwu to 

full recovery, so what was the result?” 

Chen Yutian was not stupid- he knew that Lin Yi’s medical prowess was top-notch. Naturally, he had 

heard from Song Lingshan and his sister about Lin Yi and all the miracles he did but he didn’t expect Lin 

Yi to be able to recover meridians! 

After all, recovering meridians was supposed to be House Sun’s speciality, even the hidden houses 

couldn’t achieve that feat- they needed a qi circulation pill to fix their damaged meridians. Who would 

have thought that Lin Yi would be able to do it? 

So from Chen Yutian’s perspective- Lin Yi had outstanding medical skills that was for sure. He was able to 

even increase one’s strength but when it came to recovering the broken meridians, Yutian didn’t even 



think of the possibility so he thought that it would just be a waste of Lin Yi’s time to find him. The 

hospital could also heal his injuries too, just at a slower recovery rate. 

However, it was different now- the truth had dawned upon Chen Yutian, Lin Yi could even fix broken 

meridians! 

“You mean…. You could restore the broken meridians in my body?” Chen Yutian looked at Lin Yi with his 

widened eyes in disbelief, “For real? You aren’t joking with me, are you?” 

No one could blame how excited Chen Yutian was after hearing the good news. He had been thinking a 

lot recently after lying bedridden but at the same time, he had already accepted the fate. As unwilling as 

he was, he wasn’t able to do anything about it! 

Now, after Lin Yi had arrived and said that he could fix broken meridians. His dead heart was revived and 

was burning ever ferociously! 

“Yes, I’m a professional when it comes to fixing broken meridians….” Lin Yi nodded and joked. 

“Why don’t you brag that you can fix a spaceship as well?” Chen Yutian had finally gotten back to his 

senses- this was his first joke after the accident. 

“I think…. that wouldn’t be a problem too….” Lin Yi pondered and remembered that his energy was all-

rounded, could he fix a spaceship as well? He wondered. 

“HAHA!” Chen Yutian burst into laughter, “Lin Yi, why do I feel that you’re all-powerful? I finally 

understand why Lingshan likes you so much now. If I were a girl, I’d definitely want to marry you too, 

you’re like a living treasure!” 

“Ha….” Lin Yi didn’t continue the topic, “I’ll fix your broken meridians now and restore your strength but 

don’t be hasty in your revenge first, wait for my return before we proceed to the next stage!” 

“I won’t!” Chen Yutian was no reckless person- why would he just run to Yufeng for revenge? Otherwise, 

he wouldn’t have kept this news from Lin Y. He was the one that was afraid that Lin Yi would recklessly 

take revenge for him! He didn’t get this injury from being reckless but he had also never imagined that 

Yufeng would attack him first, “There’s still time before the noble house meeting starts, I can wait. If it 

doesn’t work this time, we can wait for the next meeting. For a nobleman to take revenge, ten years is 

not too long!” 

“I’m glad that you can think like this,” Lin Yi nodded in agreement, “All in all, my strength is the one 

holding us back. If I were an earth class master, why would us be afraid of House Yu? But things are not 

as simple as you said, they have a peak mystic class master in the house and an earth class master in the 

hidden house, these two are indeed strong enemies to be wary of! Both of them will surely stop us if we 

lay our hands on Yufeng so what I’m planning now is to eliminate these obstacles for you!” 

“You mean… you want to wipe out the entire House Yu?” Chen Yutian was astonished! He thought that 

Lin Yi was just offering his help to increase his strength so that he could fight Yufeng face to face in the 

formal noble house meeting, but who would have thought that he was trying to get rid of House Yu’s 

existence from the world?! 



“Yeah, we need to cut all the loose ends to prevent future troubles,” Lin Yi continued, “So this trip is 

crucial to my development and breakthrough. Once I return as an earth class master, you guys will be 

earth class masters too! Having you guys by my side, what can House Yu do to us?” 

Yeah! Chen Yutian was influenced by Lin Yi’s ambitious thoughts and positivity. Elder Yu would be 

nothing but trash in front of three earth-class masters in the noble house meeting! Chen Yutian was all 

fired up when he thought of the scene they would make during the noble house meeting- this alone got 

his blood pumping! 

Although, everything sounded too good to be true, it was like a fantasy novel. Lin Yi had always made 

miracles come true! Increasing one’s strength to restoring one’s meridians, these examples were all 

unrealistic like part of a fantasy novel! 

Song Lingshan was drowning in love, she felt that she was falling deeper and deeper in love with Lin Yi 

now… 

Chapter 1450: First Date 

 “My injuries are gone? My strength is back too?” Chen Yutian couldn’t believe that he was not 

dreaming- he was just a bedridden cripple and now he could jump and run like a healthy person- it was 

as if he had never been injured in the first place! 

“Yeah, what did you expect?” Lin Yi nodded like it was nothing impressive. 

Chen Yutian might have seemed to be heavily damaged but General Weiwu’s condition had been worse 

than him at that time so the amount of energy Lin Yi had used was more or less the same. It didn’t take 

long at all to heal Chen Yutian’s injuries. 

Meanwhile, Chen Yutian’s meridians were all fixed, so naturally, his strength was restored as well! 

The time needed to heal Chen Yutian’s meridians was very short, it only took a few hours and Chen 

Yutian was fully recovered. 

This was because Chen Yutian didn’t lose any of his strength during the fight because he didn’t even 

attack, let alone deplete his pure qi. 

His strength was just suppressed because of his injured meridians which was totally different from Lin 

Yi’s case. Lin Yi used all up all his pure qi before they were completely broken but Chen Yutian didn’t do 

that. 

By this time Song Lingshan had gotten used to seeing miracles. Although it was an eye-opening indeed, 

she wasn’t as surprised as she was anymore, “I knew it…. see I told you, that we should have told Lin Yi 

about this- he is all-powerful.” 

“I…. it’s not that I didn’t want to trouble Lin Yi but who knew that it would be this easy?’ Chen Yutian 

touched his legs, his legs were really recovered, there was no pain or discomfort at all. 

“Do the other noble houses know about this?” Lin Yi asked. 



“En, basically all of them were informed. Under House Yu’s influence, I became an overconfident joker 

who didn’t know his place…” Chen Yutian was embarrassed, “But Lin Yi, I really have no feelings towards 

Lingshan anymore, I hope you don’t misunderstand…” 

“I know, losing interest in a dumb girl like her is totally normal,” Lin Yi joked. 

“….” Lingshan wanted to kill Lin Yi. Who did he call a dumb girl? She bet that he was the only person in 

the whole world that thought that she was dumb. 

“Haha…” Chen Yutian couldn’t hold back his laughter but he quickly shut up when he realised Lingshan’s 

face had turned dark. 

“Since that’s the case, keep this a secret from everyone. We need to give them a surprise attack to give 

them a nerve-wracking effect!” Lin Yi continued, “Otherwise, they would be able to prepare a 

counterattack. We’ll have to upset your grandfather a little longer…” 

“I know the seriousness of this attack, don’t worry, I’ll wait for your return. I believe grandpa will be 

super happy to see me in the noble house meeting!” Chen Yutian was a person who could differentiate 

what to say and what not to say in a critical situation- he was not in a hurry to tell his grandfather just 

yet. Who knew if House Yu would find out something was going on after looking at his grandpa’s half-

baked acting skills, it would ruin the whole plan. 

“I’ve got to go now, Guanxin has something to discuss with me,” Lin Yi was prepared to leave after doing 

what he needed to do. 

“Then should I continue staying in this room and pretend to be sick?” Chen Yutian asked. 

“En, I’ll talk to Guanxin and his grandpa about this later. Just stay here until I return, no one will disturb 

your training too,” Lin Yi said. 

“Right, speaking of training. I actually have some questions….” Song Lingshan couldn’t be bothered by 

Gaunxin anymore as she had already pushed Guanxin to the back of her mind. 

“What?” Lin Yi paused in his steps when he heard Lingshan’s question. 

“It’s about the progress of my practice. I’ve been very busy with all my cases, but even so I didn’t stop 

training during my rest time- I’d always utilise my time wisely and not even wasting a single second to 

practice but why can’t I see any improvement in my progress?” Song Lingshan asked in wonder, “Before 

I was a mystic, I didn’t know anything about it so I want to know if it really is this hard to improve in the 

mystic class?” 

“Yes, you’re right. It’s super hard to advance once you have stepped into the world of mystics. Besides, 

the energy in the atmosphere is so thin here, having only a little progress is totally normal,” Lin Yi 

confirmed. 

“But…. why do I feel like there’s no improvement at all? When I was still a golden class master, I could 

feel a difference. I knew that I was getting better little by little.” Song Lingshan doubted. 

“No improvement at all?” Lin Yi startled, “Maybe you’re just too slow and that’s why you can’t feel a 

difference? After all, the golden class and mystic class are a world of difference!” 



Lin Yi had only trained in the common world at the beginning, he spent most of his time training in the 

jade after that so he didn’t know if mystic class masters could actually train under this current 

environment. After all, the energy in the common world’s atmosphere was extremely thin, having little 

to no progress was normal. 

“Maybe…” Song Lingshan nodded helplessly. 

Lin Yi didn’t dwell too much on the topic as he left the room and called Guanxin. 

“Lin Yi?” Guanxin was surprised to receive a call from Lin Yi so soon, excited, “You’re done over there?” 

“En, where are you? Are you still in the hospital?” Lin Yi looked at the time, it was already seven 

something. Guanxin had probably gone back home by now. 

“En, I’m in the hospital, I was working on something just now. Are you still in the hospital?” Guanxin, 

naturally, didn’t leave the hospital knowing that she had a date with Lin Yi. 

“Yes, where are you? I’ll come and meet you?” Lin yi asked. 

“It’s okay, I’m almost done here. Meet you at the entrance?” Guanxin asked. 

“Sure, let’s meet at the car park of the hospital, I parked my car there,” Lin Yi said. 

After ten minutes, Lin Yi saw Guanxin running towards him. She had changed her nurse outfit into a 

gentle blouse and her hair was tied into a ponytail waving behind her head. She had the appearance of a 

student who was here for an internship. 

“You look pretty young dressed like this?” Lin Yi smiled. 

“I’m not even that old….” After learning Lin Yi’s age, knowing that she was a little older than Lin Yi, she 

started dressing up in a childish way so people would think that Lin Yi was older than Guanxin when they 

stood together. 

“Ha…. you haven’t had dinner, have you? It’s my treat,” Lin Yi looked at Guanxin’s flat stomach, he could 

tell she hadn’t had her dinner yet. Being a doctor and all, his observative skills was far superior to others. 

“En…. sure….” Guanxin accepted the offer happily- this was her first time being invited to dinner by Lin 

Yi, after all! She was over the moon. Even though she knew that this was just a casual dinner meet up, 

Guanxin had already labelled this dinner as their first date! 

 


